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Instrument Object
ivm = pysat.Instrument(platform='cnofs', 
                       name='ivm')

vefi = pysat.Instrument(platform='cnofs', 
                       name='vefi', 
                       tag='dc_b')

cosmic = pysat.Instrument(platform='cosmic2013', 
                       name='gps', 
                       tag='ionprf', 
                       clean_level='clean')

Load

darn = pysat.Instrument(platform='superdarn', 
                       name='grdex', 
                       tag='north')

ivm.load(2012,1) 
vefi.load(2012,1) 

cosmic.load(2012,1) 
darn.load(2012,1)
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Instrument Independent Analysis
Attach a queue of functions to be applied whenever 

data is loaded, set and forget. (nano-kernel)
vefi = pysat.Instrument(platform='cnofs', name='vefi', tag='dc_b',  
                        clean_level=None) 
# define function to remove torque-rod firings 
def filter_vefi(inst): 
    idx, = np.where(vefi['B_flag']==0) 
    vefi.data = vefi.data.iloc[idx] 
    return 
vefi.custom.add(filter_vefi,’modify') 
ans = pysat.ssnl.occur_prob.by_orbit2D(vefi, [0,360,144], 
'longitude', [-13,13,104], 'latitude', ['dB_mer'], [0.]) 
# plot commands go here
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Averaging Drifts and Profiles
# instantiate IVM Object 
ivm = pysat.Instrument('cnofs','ivm','','clean') 
ivm.custom.add(restrictMLAT, 'modify', maxMLAT=25.) 
ivm.bounds(startDate, stopDate) 
ivmResults = pysat.ssnl.median2D(ivm, [0,360,24], 'apex_long',                          
                     [0,24,24], 'mlt', ['iv_mer']) 

# create CODMIC instrument object 
cosmic = pysat.Instrument('cosmic2013', 'gps','ionprf', 
           'clean', altitude_bin=3) 
# apply custom functions to all data that is loaded through cosmic 
cosmic.custom.add(addApexLong, 'add') 
cosmic.custom.add(filterMLAT, 'modify', mlatRange=(0.,10.) ) 
cosmic.custom.add(addlogNm, 'add') 
cosmic.custom.add(addTopsideScaleHeight, 'add') 

# do an average of multiple COSMIC data products from startDate 
through stopDate 
cosmic.bounds(startDate, stopDate) 
cosmicResults = pysat.ssnl.median2D(cosmic, [0,360,24], 'apex_long',  
   [0,24,24],'edmaxlct', ['profiles', 'edmaxalt', 'lognm', 'thf2']) 
# plot commands

COSMIC profiles are aligned by altitude before averaging
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Equatorial Space WeatherSTONEBACK ET AL.: SPECIFYING THE EQUATORIAL IONOSPHERE

(a) CINDI Meridional Drifts (b) COSMIC Peak Density

(c) COSMIC peak density height (d) COSMIC thickness

Figure 6. Input data using 1 day medians.

A minimum of 5 COSMIC observations per local time is
required. Generally, there are 5–10 ROs per local time bin
per day for each reported median.

[23] The raw COSMIC GPS measurements are converted
to electron density profiles by making a set of assump-
tions about the ionosphere and using the Abel transform.
These assumptions break down when there are large hori-
zontal gradients in the ionosphere. Errors are found within
the E-region as well as at low latitudes. The derived param-
eters NmF2 and hmF2 are less affected by these errors
and are generally reliable [Yue et al., 2010]. Profiles are
restricted to derived hmF2 altitudes between 175 and 475
km. The profiles provided by COSMIC Data Analysis and
Archive Center (CDAAC) may also contain errors due to
cycle slips or multipath signals [Hwang et al., 2010]. These
distorted profiles are excluded by filtering profiles with sharp
density gradients.

[24] CINDI and COSMIC inputs are shown in Figure 4.
The tracks of CINDI data are a result of measurements lim-
ited to local times near perigee and the 67 day movement
of perigee through all local times. The COSMIC data are
generally more complete than CINDI and have a more var-
ied distribution. The satellite measurements in Figure 4 are
supplied to DINEOFs along with 9 day means of F10.7
and Dst. To encourage the generation of seasonal modes by
DINEOFs, a sine and a cosine wave are supplied with
a yearly period and maxima at the equinox and solstice,
respectively. Sinusoidal functions are chosen due to the
periodicity of seasonal variations that are not effectively

described with a linear day of year number. Both the sine and
cosine are functions of day number and when used together
uniquely index each day of the year while also linking the
end of one calendar year with the beginning of the next.
The same seasonal waveforms have been used when estimat-
ing TEC values using a neural network [Habarulema et al.,
2011]. Nine day means of these waveforms are also supplied
to DINEOFs.

[25] The DINEOF reconstructions are shown in Figure 5.
Peak upward meridional drifts are typically seen near 10
MLT in Figure 5a, though there are some deviations during
the June solstices with peak upward drifts near dawn. Down-
ward drifts are seen before sunset during the June solstices
as well as in January of 2009 and 2010. Strong downward
drifts are observed after midnight and through dawn in the
period from January 2009 to July 2010.

[26] The DINEOF reconstructed peak density (NmF2) is
shown in Figure 5b. The largest densities are observed
during the equinoxes, with the lowest peak densities dur-
ing the June solstices. The reduction in density is consis-
tent with the reduced upward drifts through the day and
downward drifts in the afternoon through sunset shown
in Figure 5a. Reductions in NmF2 are also observed
with the downward afternoon drifts in January of 2009
and 2010.

[27] The peak height (hmF2) is shown in Figure 5c. The
largest peak heights are found during the December sol-
stices, with minima in June. There is also a general increase
from 2009 to 2010, consistent with increasing F10.7 levels.

6
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DINEOF Modes

STONEBACK ET AL.: SPECIFYING THE EQUATORIAL IONOSPHERE

Figure 9. Amplitude of the DINEOF modes over 2009/2010 using 1 day median data.

(a) CINDI Meridional Drifts (b) COSMIC Peak Density

(c) COSMIC peak density height (d) COSMIC thickness

Figure 10. DINEOF modes determined using data shown in Figure 6 and 1 day medians. While each
DINEOF mode spans all input parameters, only the meridional drift, NmF2, hmF2, and ThF2 results are
shown here. The space weather parameter portion of these modes is shown in Figure 11.
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DINEOF Results
STONEBACK ET AL.: SPECIFYING THE EQUATORIAL IONOSPHERE

(a) CINDI Meridional Drifts (b) COSMIC Peak Density

(c) COSMIC peak density height (d) COSMIC thickness

Figure 7. DINEOF reconstruction of the ionosphere using 1 day medians of CINDI, COSMIC, and the
relevant space weather parameters.

[28] The thickness above the density maximum (ThF2)
is shown in Figure 5d. In local time, the smallest ThF2 is
seen just after dawn and the commencement of photopro-
duction. The thickness generally increases through the day,
influenced by the meridional ion drift. Upward/downward
movement of ions during the day is expected to thicken/thin
the ionosphere, as seen in the reconstructions. The maximum
daytime thickness is found during the December solstice
and equinox, coincident with the largest upward meridional
drifts. At nighttime, the largest thickness is found during the
June solstice. We will show that these increases in thickness
are also coincident with an upward perturbation to ion drifts
after midnight during the June solstice, not clearly visible in
Figure 5a due to the color scale.

[29] Figures 6 and 7 contain the input data and DINEOF
reconstructions when using median CINDI and related data
on a 1 day basis using 1 h MLT bins. COSMIC has signifi-
cantly less coverage than in the 9 day example. Despite the
lower data filling factor, the general characteristics of the
reconstruction match those in the 9 day medians in Figure 5.
Though these global averages of ion drift, NmF2, hmF2,
and ThF2 in longitude over equatorial latitudes can not be
directly confirmed, the similarity of the 1 day reconstruc-
tions compared to the 9 day medians supports the DINEOF
process on this shorter timescale.

[30] In general, seasonal changes of the ionosphere are
reflected in all of the ionospheric parameters in Figures 5 and

7. This is to be expected from the DINEOF reconstruction.
Each mode determined by DINEOFs spans meridional ion
drift, NmF2, hmF2, ThF2, F10.7, Dst, as well as the seasonal
sine and cosine inputs. Each mode has a single amplitude at
each time for all parameters; thus, a change in a given modal
amplitude to alter the reconstruction for a single parameter
necessarily changes the reconstruction of the other quanti-
ties. The overall reconstruction provided by DINEOFs thus
reflects a best fit of the ionosphere for all supplied measure-
ment parameters. While the physical relationship between
parameters has not been specified, the various parameters
within a single mode are coupled through covariance in the
data. Note, however, that the action of a physical source
on the ionosphere could have a DINEOF description spread
across multiple modes.

[31] The mode with the single largest contribution to the
reconstruction is shown in Figure 8 with unit amplitude. The
horizontal line in each plot is the mean value of the input
data set when supplied to DINEOFs and should be treated
as an effective zero line when scaling the modal amplitudes.
The dominant mode for meridional ion drifts in Figure 8a has
downward drifts after midnight, with a maximum downward
drift before dawn. After, dawn drifts increase peaking near
10 MLT, only to decrease and become downward shortly
after noon. A slight prereversal enhancement (PRE) is seen
just after sunset. The downward afternoon drifts in this mode
are consistent with the reported downward afternoon drifts

7
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Suggestion

• Full Documentation, tutorials, installation, API reference:

• Installation, at terminal command prompt:
pip install pysat

http://rstoneback.github.io/pysat/

Requires CDF, netCDF, HDF libraries as appropriate

 git clone https://github.com/rstoneback/pysat.git

• Stay up-to-date with latest code

Grad Students : You should use python. There are  
no good reasons to still use IDL (or even Matlab)

• Getting science python
Enthought (Canopy); Continuum Analytics (Anaconda); 
PyCharm (full featured IDE) from JetBrains free for education

http://rstoneback.github.io/pysat/
http://rstoneback.github.io/pysat/
https://github.com/rstoneback/pysat.git


Question

• Full Documentation, tutorials, installation, API reference:

• Installation, at terminal command prompt:
pip install pysat

http://rstoneback.github.io/pysat/

Requires CDF, netCDF, HDF libraries as appropriate

 git clone https://github.com/rstoneback/pysat.git

• Stay up-to-date with latest code

What unique qualities does your data have that need 
to be accounted for by a general system for system science?

• Getting science python
Enthought (Canopy); Continuum Analytics (Anaconda); 
PyCharm (full featured IDE) from JetBrains free for education

http://rstoneback.github.io/pysat/
http://rstoneback.github.io/pysat/
https://github.com/rstoneback/pysat.git

